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Description:

Sexy Chick
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY PEACOCK & FIG

"Show off your style and sass.
Don’t forget to ask yourself every time you see this retro chick, “Who’s a sexy chick? I’m a sexy chick!”
Dana Batho for Peacock & Fig

Beautifully illustrated with a vintage chick, and straight to the point, this is a very impactful and effective design.

We love the way the chick is rendered in cross stitch. It is shown from ground level, it's tiny head pointing to the
sky. The embroidery floss colors are a blend of golden hues, with a couple of brown and black highlights. Most
stitches are full cross stitches, there are some details in backstitch.

Pair this pattern with a companion pattern and hang them side by side:
Miserable cow

Pick your own words and substitute characters using the Vintage Sass Alphabet 1

This pattern is part of the Vintage Sass Collection, a series of cross stitch with contemporary humor, designed
by Peacock & Fig.
>> see more patterns by Peacock & Fig
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Sexy Chick
Chart size in stitches: 112 x 75 (wide x high)
Model stitched on 16 count Fiddlers Cloth Aida
8? wide by 5.5? high on 14 count
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch,
Threads: DMC embroidery floss
Number of colors: 8
Pattern includes:
- 2 page Color chart,
- 2 page Black & White chart
- 1 page pattern for digital devices
- Thread sorter with symbols and color numbers
- Cross stitch instructions (separate guide)

Themes: fun contemporary humor, retro style motif, chick

>> see more patterns in the Vintage Sass collection designed by Peacock & Fig
>> see all patterns with Humor & Fun quotes (all designers)
>> see all chicks and hen patterns (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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